
Abharoñ Cib Retreat 
Know your mission as a soul in the new humanity

March 11 to 14, 2022

The journey back to YOSOY has begun, unfold your wings and start the Magic
Flight.



         Abharoñ Cib. Bridge to the New Humanity. Creator of subtle spaces of transmutation.

PURPOSE OF THE Retreat

The time of living apart is over, of walking aimlessly, of searching blindly, of building from the
outside. What you were not, what your ego prefers, what the world will give you is over…

We are in a New Time. A time to remember, to meet, to know your Mission in the New Earth, to 
awaken the incarnate god.

Everything is carefully prepared from Heaven, the open Portal, the stars aligned, the support of 
your guides, of Sananda and Lady Nada, the quantum magic of Abharoñ Cib, the space and love 
of your compatriots as sister souls. The only thing missing is you, your choice, your involvement, 
your permission to cross the Door that leads you to know who you will be in the New Humanity.

IAM Abharoñ Cib, Star Physician. And I incarnated to separate you from what you are not and 
show you your Soul Task.

The journey back to YOSOY has begun, spread your wings and start the Magical Flight.
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RETREAT PROGRAM

0. RECEPTION AND PRESENTATION. Friday 11/03/22
 6:00 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. Reception
 7:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. Presentation of the organization and program of the Meeting.
 8:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. Dinner
 10:00 p.m. Retreat to rooms

1. DAY. RELEASING WHAT YOU ARE NOT AND THOUGHT YOU WERE. Saturday 12/03/22
 7:00 a.m. We wake up to start the day.
 8:00  a.m.  to  9:00  a.m.  GUIDED  MEDITATION  BY  ABHAROÑ:  FINDING  TRUST  AND  FAITH  IN

YOURSELF. SEE WHAT EXISTS WITHIN YOU with live musical accompaniment.
Abharoñ invites you on a journey to the bowels of your unconscious so that you discover the hidden reality
that governs your will. While showing you how fragile is the conscience that lives in you.

 9:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m. Breakfast

 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. RELEASE WHAT YOU ARE NOT AND THOUGHT YOU WERE.

Spiritual alchemy is the ability to transmute into Light everything that should no longer continue with you.
Abharoñ takes you with exquisite humanity to the most hidden places of your heart. There you will meet
your soul. She will show you that, of you, that you always sensed existed.

 2:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. Lunch
 3:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. I rest alone. Anything that is done alone and does not activate the ordinary mind is

allowed.
 4:30 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. Guided activities not included in the Abharoñ rate.
 7:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. Abharoñ responds to doubts and clarifications on the topic of the day.
 8:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. Dinner
 9:30 p.m. Retreat to rooms.
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2. DAY. KNOW WHO YOU ARE AND WHERE YOU COME FROM. Sunday 03/13/22

 7:00 a.m. We wake up to start the day.
 8:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. MEDITATION GUIDED BY ABHAROÑ: FINDING CONFIDENCE AND FAITH IN

YOURSELF. ADDRESS WHAT YOU SEE WITHIN YOU with live musical accompaniment.

Abharoñ shows you the unstructured logic of your unconscious to discover in it the secrets best hidden by
your primitive brain, whose blindness prevents you from making external sense of your unlimited inner
universe.

 9:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m. Breakfast

 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. KNOW WHO YOU ARE AND WHERE YOU COME FROM.

It is time to remember, it is time to communicate to our self the I AM, it is time to access your Records to
know where you come from and what your lineage or origin is. After emptying what you are not on the first
day, Abharoñ Accesses your Records to reveal your cosmic or earthly past.

 2:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. Lunch
 3:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. I rest alone. Anything that is done alone and does not activate the ordinary mind is

allowed.

 4:30 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. Guided activities not included in the Abharoñ rate.
 7:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. Abharoñ responds to doubts and clarifications on the topic of the day.
 8:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. Dinner
 9:30 p.m. Retreat to rooms.
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3. DAY. DISCOVER WHAT IS YOUR MISSION IN THE NEW HUMANITY. Monday 03/14/22

 7:00 a.m. We wake up to start the day. 

 8:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. GUIDED MEDITATION BY ABHAROÑ: FINDING TRUST AND FAITH IN YOURSELF.
HEAL WHAT YOU FIND WITHIN YOU with live musical accompaniment.

The  time  has  come  to  heal  what  has  been  damaged,  to  locate  what  has  been  found.  In  this  meditation
conducted by Abharoñ, the magic of transformation occurs; forever and for your benefit. It is time to rewrite
your Akashic Records with the indelible paint of Unconditional Love.

 9:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m. Breakfast

 10:00 a.m.  to  2:00 p.m.  DISCOVER WHAT YOUR MISSION IS IN THE NEW HUMANITY.  With musical
accompaniment.

When what was vitiated has been emptied,  when you have already transmuted what you were not,  when
alchemy made its way through you; the moment of the reward arrives. You are ready to receive your Mission in
the New Humanity.

Knowing the Purpose in the New Earth allows you to live centered on who you really are and what you have
come into this life for.
   

 2:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. Lunch
 3:00 p.m. CLOSING SPEECH and farewell sounds.

 This program will be subject to occasional changes according to the needs of the moment and place of celebration.
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ABHAROÑ CIB TEAM:

Abharoñ Cib

Star Doctor and activator of the Christic Codes 12.24.36
To get here, he had to learn to live outside of all egoic ways and without attachment to the Matrix. I have been saying for
a long time that holistic psychology is not learned by studying what others said or discovered about human psychology
in a physical university, however prestigious it may be. True psychology is acquired by allowing your shadows to pass
through your spinal cord, turn you upside down and kill all egoic illusion based on awareness of the Being, unjudged
self-observation and careful comprehensive sanitation of your person.

Everything in this meeting I put at your disposal is part of the conclusion of my personal and soul process learned 
through direct experience with the visible and invisible, the dense and subtle. It is not that I have not received 
professional training from other people: there are many who unknowingly indicated the path (Biodecoding, 
shamanism, daydreaming, development of subtle senses...), but my true teacher has been and is my Spirit. He 
communicates with me and teaches me everything I have to do at all times, in each private consultation or group 
meeting. There are other teachers and etheric guides who assist me with love and wisdom, but always through my Spirit
or I AM.

I know from experience that gifts come when we are ready. And today I can say that my consultations were full of 
reliable and irrefutable evidence that healers are born, not made.
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The path to the Kadistu or Christic Project is full of revelations, channeling and healing of many souls. And I thank all 
of them for trusting in my healing abilities and for giving me the opportunity to materialize it through this me. Thanks 
also to the Gaia Project Designers for the 5th Dimension, the Administrators, Librarians, Geneticists, Elohims, the 
Ancients of Days, the Galactic Confederation and the Timeless Command that as Pure Cosmic Consciousnesses have 
provided me with the teachings and the perfect framework for the performance of my functions as embodied Stellar 
Doctors. My sacred Task is to reveal the distortions of the ego, the illusion of the Matrix and Activate the Christic Codes 
that every human being who decides to travel to the 5th Dimension will have to integrate from matter, consciousness 
and will to achieve such an unprecedented feat in Homo-Sapiens.
 

Justine

Coordination of public events and image, cosmic mother.

Noemí

Music and creator of healing sound spaces.
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COMPLEMENTS OF THE Retreat

 This Retreat is accompanied by a 100% ecological quality vegetarian diet. Communicate to the kitchen the food 
limitations to be taken into account in the menu.

 Each afternoon you will have free time to enjoy the natural environment of the place of residence, space for silence, 
sharing your personal experience of the Retreat as a group.

 As an additional service, in the afternoons, you can have a private and individual consultation with Abharoñ Cib 
to resolve personal issues or illnesses, whether or not you attend the Retreat. (To reserve an appointment, contact 
Justine +34 630853511 (WhatsApp or Telegram) or by e mail justine.abharon.cib@gmail.com

RETREAT RATES

 The full value of the 3 Abharoñ days of Code Activation Activity per person is 450€. This price includes 
ACTIVATIONS, PRACTICES, ATTENTION OF ABHAROÑ'S PERSONAL TEAM.

 The contribution will be given to Justine in cash on the spot on the day of arrival.
 Individual consultations are separate and on individual demand. Consultation fee 90€. For reservations contact 

Justine +34 630 85 35 11 (WhatsApp or Telegram) or by email justine.abharon.cib@gmail.com

WHAT TO BRING TO THE RETREAT AND WHAT YOU WILL FIND.

It is essential to bring:
 Comfortable clothing for daily practice: Yoga clothing, sports or comfortable clothing, and cross-country 

walking shoes. Inner and outer warm clothes.
 Full white attire for ceremonies.
 An open heart and a calm mind. Without prejudice and with loving disposition.

Optional to bring:
 Mat, meditation cushion and blanket to cover yourself in practice.
 All those people with mobility and support difficulties will have the necessary means for their comfort.
Provided that they communicate it at the time of registration for the Retreat.
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What you will find:
 Organic food.
 Spaces for rest at the height of the spirit of the Retreat.
 Natural spaces.
 Water and permanent tea.
 Hot and cold drinks included with meals.
 An attention to match the proposal of the residence staff and the Abharoñ Cib team.
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THE RETREAT PLACE: MILAGRO DE ALGAR

http://www.milagrodealgar.es     Look at the web to find out how to get to the Retreat place.

Milagro de Algar Portal to the New Earth…

…overlooking atlantis…
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…and the SUN as guarantor of your Human Being…

…A sacred space to unite with your Divine Masculine and Feminine…
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Do you dare to know why you have come to the New Humanity…?

It is time for the Light to pass through the image of you...
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… May the pure Being that contains you be born…!
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…that you be guided by the Lighthouse that gives meaning to your existence…

…You just have to cross the border of what you think you are, and…
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…everything will be given to you... for the relief of your soul.
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let yourself be guided… Abharoñ Cib
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